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Welcome to the first ACORN of 2018 and a very full one it is. There is a term in qualitative
research called ‘Thick description’ which refers to the detailed account of field experiences in
which the researcher makes explicit patterns of relationships and puts them in context
(Holloway, 1997). This edition of Acorn parallels with this explanation – it offers some accounts
of the Winter Residential which hopefully will offer everyone a taste of the generous and
powerful experience which Ewa and Chris Robertson put in context and relationship for us all.
Thank you again to them for allowing us in on one of the final stages of their dreaming ReVision onwards – it was visionary, brave, and unforgettable.
With the celebrations of the 30th anniversary now imminent, we say Au Revoir and thank you
to Trustee Katerina Gould who has brought so much focus and energy to the team. We wish her
well with the new counselling training she is now undertaking. We welcome new people in to
the Re-Vision team. Inside you will find introductions to our two new Counselling Graduate
Reps: Elena and Jessica, our new Trustee, Eugenia, and a second supervisor for the Low-Cost
Counselling Service, Christine. We welcome you all.
We move into this 30th year with some important events. Touching the Sound of Silence is a
much needed and original two-day workshop looking at how to work with the trauma which
comes from disasters such as the Grenfell Tower. This soul in the world theme is of course
picked up at the September day conference to celebrate our 30th anniversary—Poetry, Politics
and Psychotherapy—speaking to the Soul of a World in Crisis—on 15th September in central
London— more details inside.
Pearls are the gift for 30th anniversaries. They are grown by live oysters far below the surface of
the ocean and start with a piece of grit which enters the oyster shell. The oyster begins to
secrete a smooth, hard crystalline substance around the irritant in order to protect itself. This
defence substance is called nacre, or mother of pearl. It is an organic-inorganic material
produced by some molluscs as an inner shell layer; it also makes up the outer coating of pearls
and is strong, resilient, and iridescent. May Re-Vision carry on holding the grit in a strong,
resilient, iridescent pearl-worthy way as we celebrate this year and move on.
Mary Smail
Short Course and Community Coordinator
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Further training and CPD at Re-Vision
‘Poetry, Psychotherapy and Politics - Speaking to the Soul of a World in Crisis’
Saturday 15th September 2018
Friends House, Euston Road NW1 10am – 5pm £125
This conference both celebrates 30 years of Re-Vision and looks outwards and forwards. At this point in the
history of both our profession and the planet, it is clear that other, newer ways of looking at integrative practice are needed – just as ‘the personal is political’ was a way of seeing individual issues within the context of a
wider political field, so we now need to see that ‘the personal is the planetary’ and work to develop an integrative approach to suffering, to speaking to the soul of the world at this time of crisis.
The conference brings together three keynote speakers in the morning:
Author Jay Griffiths, whose books including Wild: An Elemental Journey,
and Tristimania: A Diary of Manic Depression give close attention to humanity’s relationship with the world.
Internationally renowned Poet and performer Lemn Sissay MBE, Lemn draws on his
experience of growing up “in care” and uses his performance and poetry to challenge
perceptions and to raise awareness.
Lawyer Marcia Willis Stewart , leading civil rights lawyer who represented 77 of the
Hillsborough families and who won Black Solicitors’ Network lawyer of the year 2016 .
There will be a choice of afternoon workshops to deepen our exploration of some of the morning’s themes.
More details on the web site: http://www.re-vision.org.uk/poetry-politics-psychotherapy-conference15-september/

CPD: Touching the Sound of SilenceWorking therapeutically in the aftermath
of disasters
Saturday and Sunday 21st and 22nd July 2018
with Jelena Watkins and Suzanne Lyn-Cook

Post-Diploma Psychotherapy Training
From September 2018
Applications are now invited for our next two-year
part-time post-qualifying training course starting in
September 2018. The training is a creative, contemporary approach to psychotherapy, integrating the
latest neuroscientific, trauma, ecopsychology and
attachment based thinking with Archetypal, PostJungian and Transpersonal perspectives.

The workshop will address the impact of disasters on those directly affected such as bereaved
relatives or survivors. It will outline therapeutic
work in responding to disaster trauma from acute
stage intervention to long-term integration on
the personal and collective level. We will
attempt to deepen our understanding of the relationship between collective and individual trauma and how to best use our therapeutic skills to
help those who suffered a disaster.
For counsellors, therapists, social workers and
anyone interested or involved in the field of disaster trauma addressing impact of disasters on
survivors, and the bereaved.

For graduates of our counselling training, the Psychotherapy training is the final two years of a five
year training.
We invite applications both from graduates of ReVision’s counselling diploma or those who have
qualified elsewhere.
More details available at http://www.revision.org.uk/psychotherapy-diploma/

Full details at http://www.re-vision.org.uk/cpdevents/
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The Space Between: Winter Residential 2018
Ewa and Chris Robertson presented something of Re-Vision’s story from a sequence of dreams from thirty
years ago which sparked a commitment to create a training programme – one that attended to the liminal
space between, that potent space which often constellates experiences of soul. The presentation included
video excerpts of the Borderlands course in Hawkwood from the BBC documentary entitled ‘An Inner
Country’ (broadcast 1990). This showed participants working with that same transitional space, between
what holds us from the past and what is beckoning from the future. Three of the original training group,
Polly Plowman, Mark DuBerry and Marian Dunlea, spoke of their experience of those early years and the
value it brought to their future psychotherapy and training work. A summary of this presentation will be
written up in the book that will celebrate Re-Vision’s 30thanniversary.
In the afternoon, Ewa and Chris facilitated a ritual crossing that marked Re-Vision’s present transit, including loss and grief for what has been as well as opening to what its future might bring. Participants processed in pairs through the first room where amazing cello music was being improvised by Hannah Russill,
on into a second room where they were invited to affix a feather to a beautiful dream catcher, symbolising the dream each person will contribute to Re-Vision’s future. We all processed back to the start where
the completed dream catcher was presented to Nicky Marshall, Mary Smail and Jo van den Broek as the
symbol for a new community dream, thus completing a cycle of dreaming and being dreamt.
Those who were present at this seminal event are invited to share something of their experience on the
Re-Vision Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/ReVisionCounsellingandPsychotherapy/
Chris Robertson
In 2008, Graduate and ex-Tutor Roe Woodroffe wrote a piece (see link) which was published by Re-Vision as
part of the 20 year anniversary celebrations. Roe could not be at this WR as she was not well, but she would
have spoken to the piece which can be found on the ‘about us’ section of the web site: Dreaming Re-Vision

Some Images from the 2018 Winter Residential
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Winter Residential
Toby Erith stage 1
After a journey across three counties, I was jolted from my fantasy of an idyllic lake-side retreat setting
by a large modern hotel and training complex, punctuated by overhead pylons. ‘Where was this place?’ I
thought, as I followed a steady flow of cars, like worker bees filing in to their new hive. Dumping luggage
and collecting my name badge from the desk I noticed a rising sense of anticipation and curiosity; ‘how
was this going to work, here?’. The feeling evaporated though as I saw the familiar faces of my fellow
Stage 1 students, all us a little like lost children, looking both eager and dazed in equal measure. All too
soon though we were sat huddled together, whilst the older ones, who knew this land, offered welcoming looks across the room. And then we were called, summoned to stand and greet the community; we
had arrived and were welcomed like newly inherited orphans, now a part of the great Re-Vision foster
family.
From that moment what unfolded for me was a continuous stream of heartfelt connection and sense of
home-coming. I had become part of something bigger than me and bigger than the microcosm of our
Stage 1 class-room. I felt so much a part of the whole, one of a new generation walking the path others
knew so well who one day, as village elders perhaps, may be taking this organisation forward ourselves.
Stitched through the communal fabric that bound us together was a vibrant and luminous thread of open
-heartedness, each person with a story to tell and each thirsty to drink in the story of others. And in this
village of soul-makers the drum was beating and a feast was being prepared.
Despite knowing to expect the unexpected, in true Re-Vision style I was delightfully surprised when desert was served on Friday evening in the form of a dance of screaming harpies, swearing strangers and
mass exorcising of the rage at all things despised, topped-off by a night-cap of contrast when Roberta
Flack sang out her heart wrenching tribute to the beloved as we lay collapsed on the floor. And so in that
moment the first evening of this banquet was washed down with salty tears.
Any ambivalence or sense of our inadequacy in our role of celebrating Chris and Ewa’s creation and departure vanished as we heard the story of these two prodigious souls who revealed the treasure-trove of
their shared dreams and hard work. The story, the memories, the witnesses and companions, the stirring
ritual that followed and the celebrations that went on in to the night carried the community along as a
galleon carries her crew on the high-seas. These seas of humour, honour, praise, love and grief on which
we sailed together inspired my own dreams, aroused my ambitions, nourished my hungry heart and nurtured my tender soul.
And finally, as we milled around reception on Sunday afternoon, farewells were strung-out, hugs were
held on to, and looks were exchanged where words fell-short. The feast may have been over, but we
were fat, fat on all we had shared together, shared with one another and with great the mystery that
surrounded and moved within us all. The summer residential cannot come soon enough!
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“I want for you
courageous vulnerability.
Please sit for awhile and listen
to the ferocious whisperings
of my heart, and yours.
How can it be so frightening
to tenderly touch below this skin
which cloaks us so temporarily?
I once came face to face with a mystic
who taught me to cascade love
through our eyes
on the wavelength of intent.
It was simultaneously
terrifying
and rapturous.
Nothing has appeared dull since.”
This extract from Jamie K. Reaser’s poem ‘Courageous Vulnerability’ speaks powerfully to me of my
journey to, through and (at least physically) beyond Re-Vision. I had imagined it would be a useful
“gap” time, from which I would return to business as usual, ‘priestly ministry,’ with a couple more
strings to my bow, armoured still further with an even more invulnerable shield of professionalism. (I
can hear you laugh!)
Instead, in order to ‘mind the gap’ I discovered I had first to fall through it. ‘What is your grief?’ you
ask. The grief of ‘losing the faith’… to find the faith. The grief of discovering the layers of betrayal…
messages from the gods of my world, from church and society and from my own heart too, trespassing
upon the dignity and integrity of my own indigenous queer story.
From the first day of ‘Transitions’ to the last hour of the Supervision training, and everything in between…a falling through the gap to ‘mind the space’… a space I had feared would be full of shit if I
went there … and to discover that even when it was, it was ok … to find God weeping among the bedraggled parts of my own biography, and that there is something deeper than the mendacious stories I
had told myself about myself.
“The Spaces Between” event recapitulated and re-energised the Re-Vision story for me. Old friends
and faces from day one, and friends newly made just those weeks ago, all celebrating the dignity of
being accompanied right where we are. The gift for me: no matter what corner of hell we may find
ourselves, God will find a way to inhabit it…and God incarnates especially where the story is rough and
edgy.
Thank you all.
Richard Sloan
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GRADUATE CORNER
Graduate Meeting at Winter Residential January 2018
There was a very positive turnout of alumni at the Winter Residential meeting, now annually programmed into
the WR on the Friday. It was convened this year by Linda Helm Manley, the Psychotherapy Graduate Rep, supported by Mary Smail as the member of the Re-Vision management team responsible for community matters.
The meeting was told the good news that there are now two new Counselling Graduate Reps - Jessica Davies and
Elena Cengher, starting in February 2018.
Graduates felt having the space at every WR was important in its own right. A meeting reflects the value of the
graduate community. Ideas about how to stay in touch were discussed: having contact with other organisations,
an open mic/pub event, graduate support group, an event (or two) during the year which is held for a significant
length of hours to allow inclusion for those coming in from outside London. Having the pub do last time was seen
as positive for some. The idea of part social and part workshop/talk event - on a Saturday—arose and was discussed.
Mary suggested that one graduate-led CPD event should remain on the programme to give graduates the opportunity to run a workshop. Linda suggested something like the summer party should continue, and she offered the
idea of an evening where graduates could share what type of work they do since graduating. Belonging, ambivalence and connection were the words which filled the field.
There was also a plea for some kind of on-going deep group - this was stated at the Grad meeting of last year.
People want somewhere that allows them to share and refresh what they learned at Re-Vision. It was agreed
that it would be helpful that all event(s) are regular i.e. planned into Re-Vision annual timetable so they become
known to be part of the year’s diary and agenda and people can make plans if they want to be there.

Jo van den Broek joined us towards the end, to talk about how all graduates had the option of becoming a
‘graduate subscribing member’ of Re-Vision which would mean they became formal members of the company
with the right to vote at AGMs. In order to do so, graduates needed to complete and return the forms they had
been sent, and she encouraged all to do so.
Thanks to all who came to support the development of the Graduate Community from Linda and Mary
Linda Helm-Manley, Psychotherapy Graduate Rep

Introducing and welcoming the two new Counselling Graduate
Representatives, Elena Cengher and Jessica Davies who join
Linda Helm Manley on the Graduate Rep team.
Elena writes:
“I have trained at Re-Vision and qualified in November 2017 as a psychotherapeutic counsellor. Whilst I am not planning to open my private practice
immediately, I will see clients at the Wimbledon Guild. Ewa said at the last
Winter Residential that the heart can hold us and so can community. At ReVision I have been met, held and seen and I made friends for life. I am excited about giving back to this community as a graduate rep.”
Jessica writes:
“Having trained at Re-Vision and recently qualified as a psychotherapeutic
counsellor, I am now working with private clients and growing my practice
in central London. Setting out on this new venture is not without its challenges and the support of good friends I have found through Re-vision is
invaluable; we really are better together and I'm looking forward to bringing what I can to the Re-vision community as a graduate.”
Welcome to both.
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BONES
By NATASHA COLBERT
Here, you said,
Here is something no one else has seen
Something no one else has heard
No one else in all the world
Will share this moment but us two
No one else will ever know
What you have been for me
Or I for you
And under the cloak of all the training and
all the books
And all the long words
Like projection and counter-transference
This is what remains
Just me and you
Sitting in a room
Alive with painful truth
And the mystery
Of people who sit with people
Such a fine and simple thing
So profound
And so rare

There are people in my bones tonight
I try to usher them out, in to the hallway
Out of my Saturday night
But they settle quietly
Stubborn and lonely
Into the empty spaces of my bones
And I am left
Silently bruised
Holding stories
Heavy and rough as stones
Some stories live in my notes
Some, quietly tucked away in a peaceful
corner of my heart
Wander into my mind from time to time
Without a shred of regret
Defiant and alive
Others live in my bones
Those who slipped through the holes
In the intelligent nets we carefully wove
The professional boundaries
And the clinical supervision
And the deep breaths I took to be ready
for my next client.
And every once in a while
On some unpredicted Saturday night
Some trace of what we shared comes back
to life
Some trace of the despair
That sat with us in the room
Burnt between us
Under the fire of our witnessing gaze
And some smoke of it
Some sharp diamond of it
Sparkles and cuts
And remains.

And so Saturday night
When you come stealing in
Through the gaps in my thoughts
The thoughts I busied myself with to keep
you out
I see some wisp of you has made a home
here in me
For now
And I learn to let it be
And I carry you with me
Bone by bone by bone
Carefully gently humanly
As soft and smooth as stones
All those woven now into my own story
Resting peaceful in my bones
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A couple of months ago I returned from a meeting of the European Association for Integrative Psychotherapy
where we had a passionate discussion about the transpersonal approach to psychotherapy. There is a growing number of prejudices against transpersonal approaches in the European Association for Psychotherapy,
and this discussion made me think about what it means to be a community and how precious our approach
is. Recently, the European Association for Psychotherapy (a body above EAIP) stated a warning for all spiritual,
religious and transpersonal psychotherapists asking to be inclusive, non-prejudiced and support clients’ diversity. The assumption that transpersonal therapist may not validate clients’ diversity is indeed full of prejudices
and ignorance, but let me give you some history about the EAIP and their contribution to the EAP.
Four years ago, I attended an EAIP meeting in Antwerp where a Polish Association of Christian Psychotherapists applied for membership. It opened a lot of my wounds related to my Catholic upbringing in Poland, and I
found myself confused and ambivalent. Should we accept to have colleagues trained in integrative psychotherapy within Christian approach or should we suggest they rebrand and reapply as a different body detached from the churches they represent? What kind of shadow will it create if we ask them to change their
flag and be more inclusive in their advertising? Isn’t it better that a woman who is considering abortion knows
from the beginning that their therapist may have an opinion in this area?
During the voting, I abstained, but decided to work on my prejudices and went to workshops presented by
the members of the Christian Association where I gained a lot of respect to how they work. I was moved in
particular by a case study of a self-harming nun and how religion interplayed with her early childhood trauma
and impressed by how they treat religion with some of their clients as a deflection against dealing with underlying emotional dynamics. That was great, but when in the evening at the dinner I was telling them about gay
couples bringing up children I felt like an old traveller at a fireplace telling people stories from the lands they
have never visited.

That was my journey of arriving at peace with Christian integrative psychotherapy, but when the news about
the Christian Association joining the EAIP reached the EAP the argument started, and some EAP members
located transpersonal approaches in the same category. Although EAIP had great support for transpersonal
approaches and defended us in this discussion, I think there is more we can do to make sure our voice is
heard and represented.
This is a community. The joys and struggles of working within the European community with cultural and linguistic differences that we need to engage with and address. The UK is leaving the EU, but this does not mean
that we will stop being citizens of Europe. Please come and claim your European membership during our next
conference in Prague. There isn’t a better place to examine our social, political and therapeutic position than
to engage with a crowd of people that think differently, yet are so similar.
You can book your registration for
the next European Association of
Integrative Psychotherapy conference in Prague between 12th and
14th October 2018 and to submit
a proposal for a presentation
proudly claiming our roots in
transpersonal approach and psychosynthesis.
This conference is affordable in
comparison to other events (only
£100 for a three-day conference
for students if you book in advance). And when you are there, during your dinner, please take your plate and eat with people you have
never met. I guarantee you will be challenged!

Adam Kincel
Conference information and bookings http://www.eaip2018.cz/
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Library Donations of
text books
At a recent Council meeting, it
came to the notice of the
meeting that Stage 1 - 5 text
books can be donated if people no longer have need of
them. If you have any books
which meet this remit that
you'd like to donate, please
leave them in the office for
Lynda Drinkwater’s attention.

Call for research participants
My name is Thomas Shutte and I am a MA student at the Psychosynthesis and Education Trust. For my dissertation I am
exploring the impact ayahuasca use may have on the therapeutic relationship and how psychosynthesis therapists understand and work with clients who have used ayahuasca.Ayahuasca is a psychoactive brew from the Amazon which
has spread to the West in the last two decades.
If you are a qualified psychosynthesis therapist and are willing
to share your experiences with me I would be very grateful.
Please get in touch for more information.
mail@tomshutte.com 07824 386 761

British Library Reader’s pass
Many thanks to Meryl Jordan, stage 3 for
this information:
Our community might find of use the
British Library's reader pass scheme if you
can travel to St. Pancras to access materials on premises. I recently signed up to
the free service that allows access to
many journals and books that complement the Re-Vsion approach to counselling and psychotherapy. Below is the link
where you can begin the three-step process to get your reader pass. This involves
pre registering online, creating an online
account and then completing with a visit
to the registration office with ID, proof of
address and a business card, student card
(or student contract) or professional
membership card. All is spelt out online
and although it's a slow process the ends
are may be worth it.
https://www.bl.uk/help/how-to-get-areader-pass

Are you following us on Social Media?
www.facebook.com/ReVisionCounsellingandPsychotherapy/
Twitter: @ReVisonsoul
The Acorn and the Daimon
If the seeds of the Winter Residential Saturday have started to grow in you or have led to another
dream -how about a transplant to the Facebook page or Acorn and share it with the community?
This could be a short piece on your experience, a poem, a dream.
Please send to marys@re-vision.org.uk
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Welcomes and Farewells

Welcome to Christine Roeder
Welcome to Christine Roeder who joins Deb
Lyttleton on the Low Cost Counselling Service as
supervisor.

Welcome
to Elena Cengher and Jessica Davies the new counselling graduate representatives.
More about them on page 6!

Christine is a Counsellor in private practice, and
is also an experienced Supervisor, Group Facilitator and Trainer. She is Education and Service
Lead for Counselling Training within the NHS.
Christine is also a registered practitioner for Relate, London South East, and a Trainer in Couples Therapy.

Farewell to Lucy
Lucy Nuttall has left the training staff due to
ill health. Our love and thanks go with her.

Farewell to Tom

Welcome to Eugenia Marna—New Trustee
Eugenia studied law and has
worked in journalism in various
posts, editing news and running
press offices for politicians and
governments across Europe.
Currently she develops strategy for
charities and private clients and
her favourite projects are the ones linking research to
arts, because she does not believe that it is legitimate
to choose between creativity and reason. Her interests are international politics, mostly UK-EU relations
and health policy, with a focus on public health and its
interface with mental health policy.
She loves a good story and firmly believes that everything is a story, including human beings.

Tom Warnecke is leaving Re-Vision’s
training staff at the end of this academic year.
We thank Tom for all that he has contributed to the community and wish
him well.

Farewell to Katerina
Trustee Katerina Gould has started
training as a counsellor herself which
has meant that she has left us after
four years of being a Trustee.
Huge thanks for all she has done for
Re-Vision and wishing her joy in her
new venture.

Acorn is the regular newsletter for all students, graduates and the whole of the Re-Vision community.
It is published 3 times a year and welcomes contributions from all.
Copy date for contributions, poems, articles, and ads for the next edition of Acorn is 15 June 2018

Please send to jo@re-vision.org.uk
Contributions in Acorn are the views of the writer named and not necessarily those of Re-Vision.
Re-Vision is a non-profit educational charity no. 1068739 and company no. 2789040 registered in England
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